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� RSS Feeds

� Google Alerts

� Twitter       Facebook LinkedIn

� Tweetdeck SM  Aggregator

� Browser:  iGoogle MyYahoo

Firefox/Safari&

� Smartphone “Apps”: Depending on your provider 

many of the programs discussed are available as 

free downloads to your phone



� RSS (often dubbed Really Simple Syndication) is a 
family of web feed formats used to publish frequently 
updated works—such as blog entries, news headlines, 
magazine articles, audio, and video—in a standardized 
format. 

� The orange square with white radio waves is the industry 
standard for RSS and Atom feeds



� News delivered to your computer/phone automatically
� Select only your topics of interest for delivery
� Develop expertise and stay current in your field 
� Save time-search once-receive always
� Doesn’t require an active visit to web pages
� Links to new articles are sent to you when the articles 

are published
� Use it to find material that helps develop your 

“personal brand”:
◦ Use RSS delivered content in Linkedin updates, group 

updates, Facebook, and tweets 



� Web-based reader

◦ Google Reader

◦ Available anywhere you can log into GMail

� Browser-based reader

◦ Easy to use

◦ Part of your “Favorites” or “Bookmarks” in your browser

� Standalone reader

◦ Easy to use

◦ Specific to the hardware on which it is installed

� Smartphone RSS reader apps

◦ Android: GReader, FeedR, Fastreader, FeedSquare, NewsRob

◦ iPhone: Reeder, iNews Premium, Pro RSS Reader, iPhone

Feedreader



� Look for the “rss feed” link or RSS symbol on the 

web page

� Click on the link and follow instructions





















� Google Alerts are emails sent to you when Google finds new results -- such as web 
pages, newspaper articles, or blogs -- that match your search term. You can use 
Google Alerts to monitor anything on the Web. 

� For example, people use Google Alerts to:
◦ Find out what is being said about their company or product.

◦ Monitor a developing news story.

◦ Keep up to date on a competitor or industry.

◦ Get the latest news on a celebrity or sports team.

◦ Find out what's being said about themselves.

� Here's how it works:
◦ Go to www.google.com/alerts

◦ You enter a query that you're interested in.

◦ Select type and frequency

◦ Enter your email address (any email will work-does not have to be gmail)
� If have gmail you can select an RSS feed or email

◦ Google Alerts checks regularly to see if there are new results for your query.

◦ If there are new results, Google Alerts sends them to you in an email.





� Twitter is a free social networking website that lets users share short messages, that 
can include links, known as 'tweets‘. 

� It’s a great business tool to have short concise summaries of articles delivered 
directly to your computer or phone (apps are available) on a wide range of topics: 
career, business, educational, informational, news etc

� Who tweets? WSJ, Forbes, GE, Local News, Sports, HBR, Job Sites&&

� You control who you follow: The people you follow determine the value of the content

� You can just “watch” or you can interact: 
◦ Retweet interesting content to your followers

◦ Sending DM (direct message) to someone you follow.

� Linkedin allows you to connect a twitter account so you can share material on both at 
same time.

� Sign up for a twitter account-its easy and it’s not what you thought it was!
◦ Follow @jsfg_cinti for job search listings and articles.  

◦ @KNRose is the resident twitter expert





� Facebook is not just personal-its your choice!

� Has ability to follow businesses, brands, 

publications etc

� Search for a business/news source you want to 

follow and “like” that page

� Its’ feeds will show up on your Facebook page





� Not in depth today because JSLL has excellent 

teaching resources.

� Linkedin can deliver a lot of “professional”

information to your email or desktop/phone app
◦ Join groups you are interested in and receive emails

◦ Follow companies of interest for updates

◦ Follow recruiters and people of interest for updates

◦ Ask specific questions

◦ Search linkedin jobs



� TweetDeck is an aggregating computer and smartphone
application for Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Google Buzz, 
Foursquare, and MySpace. 

� Allows users to send and receive tweets, updates and view 
profiles. It is the most popular Twitter application

� Users can split the program into columns which show 
different things, for instance tweets from friends,  follow 
several social media sources on the same screen.

� Personally manage 3 twitter accounts and have a linked in 
and facebook account-all show on the same screen with 
tweetdeck.

� Use TweetDeck to retweet @jsfg_cinti job opportunities 
from my phone





� Google and Yahoo allow you to aggregate content 

onto one screen-social media, RSS feeds, email 

accounts, news, calendar etc

� Different Browsers have capability to set up 

desktop:  Firefox, Safari etc

◦ Firefox is the only one I know that can integrate linkedin

as a gadget-google/yahoo don’t have a gadget-yet!

� Go to tools and add them to your desktop





� It is confusing with all the information choices
◦ Organizing and planning helps sort it out

� It is a lot of work to follow social media, email, news, etc. 
◦ RSS Feeds and social media actually help you by giving short 

introductions to material and you can decide. You no longer 
have to find and go to the web page

� If you put it all in one place and are strategic about your 
input choices
◦ You can target information and learn more with less effort

◦ Establish your expertise and brand 

◦ Accomplish a lot more in a day


